Chulu Far - East Trekking Peak Climbing

Overview
Chulu Far East Expedition
“Chulu Far East presents an astonishing culture, nature, rich flora & fauna, and a
rejuvenating journey, which is something everyone should explore and rejoice”
Chulu Far East trekking Peak is the highly demanding trekking peak among 27 trekking
peaks in Nepal. Chulu Far-east peak is located in North- East of Manang valley and
beyond the Annapurna Himalayan range in Damodar Himalayan range. There is a group
of peaks, it is known as the Manang Himal. Chulu-far east peak was the first ascent by the
German expedition team in 1955.
Chulu Far East is a moderate challenging and difficult peak to attempt with 15 degrees to
85 degrees ice slopes and crevasses. It needs to be done with using the equipment likeFix line rope, Jumar (ascender device), ATC guide or Figure of 8 (belay device), fitting
crampons, harness, normal ice-ax, helmet, 2 lock or auto-lock carabiners, 3 open get
carabiners and 3m dynamic rope with diameters of 8mm for the safety rope. The fixed
rope does not require expert climbers. They can make it with the Alpinist system. The
majority of the climbing parts require fixed ropes for safety guarded.
It might be technically difficult to climb, especially for beginner climbers. However, who
are in a quest for thrilling climbing and well-acclimatized with a good level of physical
fitness obviously, can make it. We are very experienced in Chulu Far East peak climbing.
And on the other hand, Himalayan Diamond Adventure provides you genuine climbing
gears. It is tested by the Union of International Alpinist Association (UIAA).
The trip does not only offers ultimate climbing satisfaction, but also rewards typical
Buddhist and Hindus culture and unique locals lifestyle along with wonderful views of
vistas like Annapurna I to IV, Gangapurna, Glacier Dome, Tilicho, Dhaulagiri, and
Manaslu. Likewise, you get to witness a stunning landscape.

About Trekking Trail:
The Annapurna Classic Trek and Chulu Far East Peak Climbing will let you experience
the distinctive culture, the thriving Tibetan Gurung community, and the warm hospitality of
Manage inhabitants. The trail traverses from plain to snow land passing through terraced
rice fields, yak grazing lands, and glaciers. Chulu Far East expedition kicks off from
Besisahar or Chame and ascends to Marsyangdi valley. We will then traverse the wellknown Thorong-La pass 5,416 meters (17,769ft), and then trek down to Muktinath 3,760
meters (12,336ft), before moving down to the Kali Gandaki valley to reach Pokhara.
This 19 days Chulu Far East Climbing is a wonderful climbing trip that takes you to the
maximum altitude of 6,059m/19878 ft. Basically, you will walk for 4 to 8 hours per day. For
accommodation, you have to spend most of the nights in the lodges and a couple of
nights in the tented camp. All in all, Chulu Far East Expedition will lead you through
marvelous backdrops, and allow you to get the sight of a distinctive culture. Also, you will
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traverse through woods like- pine, rhododendron, the terraced pastures. You can choose
to go for Chulu East Trekking especially during spring and autumn because of the peak
adjacent setting that looks more eye-catching during the above two seasons.

Climbing Route:
The slopes of the peak are 15 degrees to 85 degrees. It is challenging and difficult with
ice slopes & hidden crevasses. We will climb the peak [6,059m/19,878 ft], through the
normal route the north-east ridge with the full support of fixed rope and fixed rope for
safety. The period of climbing hours does not only offers satisfying climbing, but it also
presents several sensational panoramic mountain views. After the successful peak
climbing, we will descend to the Chulu Far East Base Camp via the same route.

Climbing Training:
The guide instructs you a lot in the Chulu far-east peak base camp time, before the head
summit. The guide tips you very important climbing techniques, like climb on slab rocks,
on ladders and on blue ice, Jumaring, Active rappelling (Up sailing), and Safety
placement, proper arrange of gears and equipment while climbing and use of proper
climbing gears.

Rental Gears:
If you do not have your own gears, we provide you with climbing gear on hire at a
reasonable cost, particularly for your convenience. The rental gears are branded by Black
Diamond, La Sportiva, Grivel, and Petzl. We Himalayan Diamond Adventure highly
recommend you the Union of International Alpinist Association (UIAA) tested gears
one for safe and comfortable climbing.

Safety Measurement, Weather Forecast, and Communication System:
After proper acclimatization and well prepared to push the summit, we will ensure
favorable weather forecasts. We always stand on our quality of weather forecast service.
It is affiliated with the government of Nepal (Meteorological Division) Mountaineering is
itself a dangerous cause of high altitude, frostbite, hypothermia, blindness, snowfall,
rockfall, avalanches, crevasses and white out.
However, if we are well equipped, it makes us comfortable climb and at the same time, we
can easily avoid the high risk. We are very aware of a possible happening accident in the
mountain, so we always ensure our safety first and then we go to the summit. In case,
climber faces any unpleasant incident, we have a facility of 4 liters Russian Oxygen
cylinder with a summit mask regulator for emergency cause and all required treatment
aids with the guide. That means we are stand-by against any danger in the mountain.
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Besides these, the guide, as well as the climbers, would be carrying the Satellite phones
or Radio sets to approach communication service. Otherwise, focusing the major subject
safely, we will arrange all in time even call the Rescue Team or Helicopter and take you
down to the low elevation.

Best Time to Visit: Early September to the end of November in the autumn season and March, April, and the
end of May in the Spring season is the best time to go on this adventurous journey. These
months are the perfect time for hiking, trekking, and climbing in the Annapurna region.
The landscape will be miraculous with very stable weather. The sky will be always
spectacular, however, if you are available following times we recommend you climb Chulu
Far East Peak in early September to the end of November for the beginner climbers.

Services at Base camp:
We set up a permanent base camp at 4,800 meters (15,748 ft), from the sea level on the
grassland for as long as the expedition continues. Each of the members has a personal
North- face VE 24 dome tent with a waterproof compact mat. We provide a dining tent
with chairs and a clean fascinating table with solar electricity light makes your stay at base
camp as luxurious. We have a toilet tent; all is in perfectly hygienic condition and order.
We provide sufficient and tasty hygienically prepared food at both Camps, Base Camp
and High Camp during your peak climbing. Plenty of high altitude food is provided at
higher camps.
We should have to spend a couple of nights at base camp to gain an altitude before leave
towards high camp and summit push.

Services at High Camp:
We set up a permanent high camp at 5,400 meters (17,716 ft), from the sea level on the
snowfield for as long as the expedition continues. Each of the members has a personal
North- face VE 24 dome tent with a waterproof compact mat. We provide a dining tent
with chairs and a clean fascinating table with solar electricity light that makes your stay at
high camp as luxurious. We have a toilet tent; all is in perfectly hygienic condition and
order.
We provide sufficient and tasty hygienically prepared food at High Camp and during your
peak climbing. Plenty of high altitude food is provided at higher camps.

Meals:
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We serve you 3 times meals in a day with drinks like tea, coffee, and juice. We have an
open Menu, which means the client can choose any dish as they like from the menu cards
or the client can ask a guide for particular hygienic meals.

In the breakfast hour:
We serve our distinguished clients or new guest as per their choice. You can get plain
toast/ French toast/ Chapati bread/ Tibetan bread/ Vegetable omelet/ Cheese omelets/
Scrambled egg/ Fry eggs/ Boiled Eggs/ Vegetable fried potato/ Veg fry Potatoes cheese
top/ jam, honey & butter with any Breads/ Rice pudding/ Rice porridge/ Oat porridge with
fruits/ Uuesli porridge with hot drinks

In the lunch hour:
We serve you fresh vegetable items or meat items such as Egg fried Rice/ Vegetables,
Egg, and Cheese fry Rice/ Meat fry Rice/ Egg, Vegetable fry Noodle/ Meat fry Noodle/
Noodle soup with Meat/ Veg Noodle soup/ Vegetable curry Rice/ Meat curry Rice/
Vegetables, Egg fry Potatoes/ Vegetable fry Potatoes with cheese top/ Spaghetti with
vegetable cheese/ Pasta with Vegetables, Egg Cheese top/ Finger chips, roasted
Potatoes with hot sauce/ Vegetable spring rolls/ Sandwiches/ pizza/ Burger/ MoMo/ Fry
Vegetable/ Dal Bhat set/ Meat curry Rice/ Chicken curry Rice/ Mutton curry Rice/ Soup
items/ Fresh fruits with hot drinks.

In the dinner hour:
Soup items with snacks/ Dal Bhat set vegetarian/ Dal Bhat set non-vegetarian/ Chicken
curry rice/ Mutton curry rice/ Yak curry rice/ Vegetable curry rice/ Yak steak/ Paper steak/
Yak burgers/ Sandwiches/ Pizza/ MoMoitems/ Fry Vegetables/ Fresh fruits with hot drinks.

Transportation Service:
We provide you standard private tourist buses or a car from the international airport
to/from the hotel. We make a scenic journey Kathmandu to Besisahar 185 kilometers by
private bus or microbus and by private Jeep up to Chame. We will have 35 minutes of
scenic flight Jomsom to Pokhara and airport to hotel and hotel to airport by a private
vehicle like a car or tourist bus. It depends on the group size. Pokhara to Kathmandu on a
tourist bus.

Itinerary Details
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